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The primary purpose of this study was to determine

the work values of the emotionally disturbed adolescents

and to compare these values with those indicated by adoles-

cents of the same age level from a regular public school.

A secondary objective was to compare the work values of the

age levels, grade 7-9 with those of grade 10-12, within

each group.

The population sample consisted of 100 students.

Fifty students from the Farm Home in Corvallis, Oregon,

were identified as the emotionally disturbed adolescents.

Fifty students from the Corvallis School District 509J
were surveyed as normal adolescents for the study. Each

group was subdivided into grade levels, 7-9 and 10-12,

with 25 students in each level.

The Ohio Work Values Inventroy was the instrument



used for collecting the data. The teachers were instruct-

ed about the instrument prior to the day they administered

it. All questionnaires were completed during the 45 minute

class period and collected from all respondents.

Means and variances were. computed for each work

value scale and the data were analyzed to test three hy-

potheses: Hl there is no significant difference between

the mean scores of emotionally disturbed adolescents and

adolescents in a regular public school on the altruism

scale and each of the other ten scales: H2 there is no

significant difference between the mean scores of grades

7-9 and grade 10-12 on the altruism scale and each of the

other ten scales: H3 there is no significant interaction

effect between groups and grade levels. The F statistic

was the basis for computing the analysis of variance. The

critical significance level was set at CC= .05.

Data indicated that emotionally disturbed adoles-

cents surveyed for this study ranked the work values sim-

ilar to adolescents from the regular public school. The

values rated the highest were: Task Satisfaction, Self

Realization, Money, and Security.

Mean scores were significantly different for five

(5) of the eleven constructs. Three H1 hypotheses for the

constructs - Altruism, Object Orientation, Solitude - were

rejected. One (1) H2 hypothesis was rejected for the con-



struct, Independence. An interaction effect (H3) of criti-

cal significance was found for the value, Money. When the

mean scores were analyzed the interaction was found to be

disordinal. Emotionally disturbed adolescents valued money

significantly more for grade level 7-9 than did the 10-12

grade level. The regular school adolescents valued money

significantly more for grade level 10-12 than did the 7-9

grade level adolescents.

It was recommended that similar studies be planned

with emotionally disturbed adolescents to determine to what

extent the findings of this study might be further tested.

This research also suggested the need for a follow-up study

concerning the value judgments of the emotionally disturb-

ed. Further recommendation was made for a study which

would reveal the effects of drugs upon the value system of

adolescents and their retention of skills, both motoric and

symbolic.
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A COMPARISON OF WORK VALUES OF EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED ADOLESCENTS AND

NORMAL ADOLESCENTS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Career education is presently being pushed through-

out the United States. Sidney P. Marland (1971) stated

that too many students are now attending school for the

wrong reasons. Numbers of students are being "turned off"

by present school practices as early as the third grade.

Large percentages of high school students drop out because

of disinterest, while others continue on to higher education

because they do not know how to earn a living or adjust to

the world of work.

The author has been working directly with emotion-

ally disturbed students for the past six years and has been

concerned about these youngsters as they leave school to

pursue interests or jobs about which they seem to know very

little. This deep concern prompted a variety of informal

experimental attempts at helping these students to establish

goals.

Additional study is needed, however, to establish

guidelines which will help the emotionally handicapped

students develop realistic work goals. Research findings
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indicate that values related to the world of work begin to

form in childhood and that these values enter into pre-

adolescent vocational behavior (Chaney 1968; Gribbons 8

Lohnes 1965; Hales 8 Fenner 1972).

The influence of the family, including family socio-

economic status, on individual values has been reported by

a number of investigators (Centers 1948; Chaney 1968;

Ginzberg et al. 1951; Paine, Deutsch and Smith 1967;

Thompson 1966). Since the emotionally disturbed (as defin-

ed for this study) have had very disrupted family back-

grounds, there is an even greater need for additional guid-

ance or awareness to provide these youngsters with a real-

istic concept about work values.

This research is an effort to try and determine what

the work values of the identified emotionally disturbed are,

as compared to students in a regular school setting.

Rationale For The Study

In recent years, additional Federal money has been

spent on educational programs for the disadvantaged. Emo-

tionally disturbed youth qualify for these additional funds

since they are handicapped socially, educationally, and

economically in most cases. It is a never ending search to

find more effective ways of getting students to take advan-

tage of the instructional programs available. The majority
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of these students have never experienced success, or at

least have experienced failure so often they are afraid to

try for success. There needs to be different ways sought

to arouse their interest.

Perhaps career education is an answer to this quest

for success. According to experts in the field, the cen-

tral theme in career education is the job or one's ability

to earn money (Baker 1973).

The type of job or work a person does greatly affects

his life roles: the types of people he associates with, the

kind of citizen he is, the amount of leisure or free time

he will have, which will in turn affect the type of family

life and the time he can spend with his family. Another

role is the aesthetic, religious, and moral life as stated

by Goldhammer (1972).

Moore (1972) indicates the following:

It seems unneceS4aty to say that bebotce any
ca&eetL ptcogtcam o J metit can be evolved and zuz-
ta-Lned, the ptcogttam and tits ob jectLve4 must be
ptcecize and expticit. Unlike 6 econdany and po4.t
,secondatcy p'ogtcams designed to pnepate the £outL-
yeatL college bound istuden-t who only fznow4 that he
will enttoll in a ld.betcal a&-to p/Logtcam, educational
expen-.ence4 6o/L the 44-tudent who hopes to te)Lm-.nate
h-La education in one OIL two yeatus on lezz, with a
t4alable z!a- U, tcequiAez mote ditcection (p. 5).

Do emotionally disturbed adolescents expect to work

at the same types of jobs as other adolescents or is their

a difference in their work values?

Jencks (1972) stated the following:
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16 we want to equaUze the edueat-Lonat attain-
ment of ch-Udnen 1nom di66enen; economic baeNz-
gnounds, we w tt pnobab.ty have to change not
only theLr. test scones and 6inancia.t h.esouncez,
but a,tt o ;hein attitudes and vatuez. Students
with working-cta.sz patent assume that -i they
diztd..1ze 4ehoo.t they can and shout-d dtcop out.
Students who p.tan to dnop out usuaUg assume
they wilt have to take .tow-status jobs (p. 14) .

Jencks (1972) further contended that the American

schools give credentials according to grades or aptitude

scores, which employers look at favorably, and therefore

students with low grades or poor school records are hired

for jobs which are less prestigious or less responsible.
Webster (1966) indicated that the average under-

privileged person is not individualistic, introspective,
self oriented, or concerned with self expression. It is
unlikely that he will embrace an outlook that prefers

moderation, balance, or seeing all sides of an issue.
While desiring a better standard of living, he is

not attracted to a middle-class style of life, with its
accompanying concern for status, prestige, and individ-

ualistic methods of betterment. A need for "getting by"

rather than "getting ahead" in the self-realization and
advancement sense is likely to be dominant. He prefers

jobs that promise security to those that entail risk. He

does not want to become a foreman because of the economic

insecurity resulting from the loss of job seniority. It is
the man, not the job, that is important.
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The deprived individual seems to learn in what

Miller and Swanson (1960) describe as a much more physical

or motoric fashion. Some people can think through a pro-

blem only if they can work on it with their hands. Unless

they can manipulate objects physically, they cannot perform

adequately and become easily frustrated. Other people

(symbolic learners) feel more comfortable if they can get

a picture of the task and then solve it in their heads.

These people may be handicapped in attacking problems that

require a motoric orientation. Thus deprived individuals

will likely prefer jobs which require manipulating things

with their hands as compared with symbolic learners who

prefer jobs which require abstract reasoning for problem

solving.

The family has long been recognized as an important

factor in vocational development. In one study of work

adjustment, it was concluded that people take their early

experiences and attitudes with them to their jobs and re-

act to their work accordingly. (Friend and Haggard 1948).

Centers (1948) found significant differences in work values

among persons from various social strata: the higher groups

emphasized the opportunity for self expression and leader-

ship; the lower groups stressed security and the desire for

independence. Porter (1954) found the prestige level of

the father's occupation was related to vocational planning
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and preference of high school boys.

Because emotionally disturbed children lack close

family associations they have not experienced the work

values or job information which are generated by the

family. Many of these youngsters have become very defen-

sive about their situation in life and blame their family
for this. They do not like to be reminded of their job
possibilities or future plans because this suggests another

possible failure.
Upon numerous occasions the author had been verbally

attacked by emotionally disturbed students when he ques-

tioned them with respect to the jobs they expect to do

after finishing school. At other times the students in-

dicated they had not thought about working or did not feel

they could get a job because they were not planning to fin-

ish high school. Repeated verbal expressions of this type

indicated the need for research pertaining to work values

in order to establish parameters for realistic work goals
for the emotionally disturbed adolescents which might be

used to motivate these students.

Anderson and Dipboye (1959) stated from their re-

search findings that high school students value interesting

work above all other work values. Second is security. This

strongly suggests that these pupils, at least, were more in-

terested in having a stable job that they could enjoy and
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from which they could derive some intrinsic satisfaction

than they were in having a job that provided an opportun-

ity for advancement or for work on their own. Boys and

girls alike ranked the value of independence low, thus it

would seem that these subjects have a greater need to be

secure than to be their own boss.

Anderson and Dipboye further concluded that "these

values" are very important to educators if they are to be

of assistance to young people in helping them reach a de-

cision, however tentative, regarding their choice of ca-

reers or occupation. These values held by an individual

"const--fate an es s ekLt ia.L and .impon.tant e.eemen-t o4 his mot,i-

vationa.f Zthuc-tune and, ,iX undeutood, can give u4 .Lnvaku-

abe.e d.nsJgh5t.6 into h.i4 decihion making pAocezzez." (p. 121)

Hales (1972) revealed that the development of values

related to work is well underway for most children by the

fifth grade, and that eighth graders showed similar pro-

files as a group. Eleventh graders also showed similarity

in their value choices which indicated that within speci-

fic cultural settings, children develop work values early

and these values appear to be relatively similar for a con-

siderable age span. Hales also indicated that longitudinal

studies are needed to determine an individual's work values

over a period of time to see if they remain similar.
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Purpose Of The Study

This study is a comparison of work values of emo-

tionally disturbed students with those of students found

in a regular school setting.

Objectives of this study were to answer the follow-

ing questions:

1. What types of work values do emotionally dis-

turbed students have?

2. Do emotionally disturbed students have the same

work values as students from a regular school

setting?

3. What differences or similarities of work values

exist between the grade levels, 7-9 and 10-12

for the emotionally disturbed and regular school

adolescents?

Definition Of Terms

1. Emotionally disturbed adolescents were defined

for this study as adolescents whose emotional

and behavioral problems have resulted in them

being removed from their home or foster home

and placed in an institution.
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2. Normal adolescents were defined for this study

as adolescents who are able to function well

enough to remain in a public school and to live

at home or in a foster home.

3. Work values - factors, responses, reactions

which people feel are important and express con-

sistently about a job. Eleven constructs were

used for this study which were compiled by Hales

and Fenner (1973) in the Ohio Work Values In-

ventory (OWVI).

1. Altruism - helping other people

2. Object orientation - handling or making
physical things.

3. Job Security - having steady work.

4. Control - being in charge of others.

5. Self-Realization - using your abilities
and talents.

6. Independence - being your own boss.

7. Money - being well paid.

8. Task Satisfaction - liking the activities
performed on the job.

9. Solitude - working alone.

10. Ideas - using ideas and facts.

11. Prestige - being known for your work.
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Assumptions

The assumptions for this study were as follows:

1. Adolescents at the Farm Home School are emotionally

disturbed as defined for this study (Higginson 1974).

2. Adolescents from the Corvallis, Oregon Schools were

representative of a normal public school population

(Quale 1974).

3. The Ohio Work values Inventory was a valid measure for

work values of emotionally disturbed adolescents and

regular school adolescents.

Limitations

The limitations for this study were as follows:

1. The population sample for the emotionally disturbed

adolescents was limited to the fifty students enrolled

at the Farm Home School in Corvallis, Oregon, March 27,

1974.

2. The population sample for the normal adolescents was

limited to twenty-five students enrolled at Western

View Junior High School, grades 7-9, and twenty-five

students enrolled at Corvallis High School which was

selected as described in the population sample, chapter

III, group B.

3. Work values were limited to the eleven constructs of

the Ohio Work Values Inventory.
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Overview Of Thesis

Chapter II is a review of selected research which

pertains to this study. The chapter is divided into four

subheadings which are closely related to work values: (1)

an examination of several theorists' viewpoints relating to

occupational choice; (2) an analysis of how one establishes

work values; (3) suggestions for educational programs and

practices for the disadvantaged. (Special Federally funded

programs have been under examination to determine different

ways to help the disadvantaged develop better educational

skills, and thus become productive citizens. Such programs

should be made available to the emotionally disturbed to

improve their skills also); and (4) is a review of relevant

research studies pertaining to work values.

Chapter III is the methodology of the study. An ex-

planation of the population sample along with the rationale

for the instrument used is included. The administration of

the instrument, the statistical design, and the method of

analysis for testing the hypothesis follows in sequence.

The research findings are presented in Chapter IV and are

explained in the text, followed by statistical tables. Mean

scores are used throughout this study.

The final Chapter, V, contains the summary, conclu-

sions, and recommendations for further study. The bibliog-

raphy and appendices follow Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH

Extensive research has been done regarding the the-

ory of occupational choice, personal value clarification,

and problems concerning education for the disadvantaged.

It is not the intent of this study to summarize all the

findings in these areas, but only to point out, from select-

ed studies, that information which is pertinent to this re-

search.

This chapter is divided into four sub-headings,

followed by a brief summary section:

1. examination of the theorists' viewpoint of

occupational choice.

2. analysis of establishing values (including

work-values).

3. suggestions for educational programs and

practices for the disadvantaged.

4. review of relevant research studies pertaining

to work values.

Theory of Vocational Choice

Super (1963) described the elements of a self-

concept theory of vocational development and outlined the

processes by which the self-concept affects vocational
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development. They may be identified as the processes of

formation, translation, and implementation of the self-

concept.

Self-concept formation starts with infancy and con-

tinues throughout the entire course of life until selfhood

ceases and identity is lost to the sight of man as we know

him.

Exploration is the first phase, and starts when the

infant plays with his toes or moves his hand in front of

his face. The adolescent tries his hand at poetry or ad-

mires his skill in a shop project he has just completed.

Similarly, as a person gets older he explores new methods

of work which fit his physical and psychological changes

which he senses in himself.

Self-differentiation is the second phase in the de-

velopment of the self-concept. The infant notes that his

hand moves as he wills it but his mother's hand moves in-

dependently. The young boy sees that he is smaller than

his father, drinks milk instead of coffee, and is less

skilled in doing a task than someone else might be. The

graduate, as he starts on the job, notes that he has a

different approach to his clients than does his fellow

salesclerks, and is conscious of greater interest in the

paper work pertaining to the job than his co-workers mani-

fest.
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Identification is another process which goes on more

or less simultaneously with differentiation. The individ-

ual is continually being made aware of similarities and

differences between himself and his father and mother. The

boy is envious of his father's strength and power or the

girl might be envious of her mother's jewelry, make up, or

nice clothes. Tyler (1951) pointed out that a boy's iden-

tity is channeled by the occupations in men's lives. The

father, uncle, older brother, neighborhood men, all go to

work, come home from work, and talk about work which re-

inforces the boy's impression that maleness and occupation

are more or less synonymous. Tyler (1951) emphasized this

is less true for girls since their adult counterpart more

often works at home and if they do work outside the home

they tend to talk about it less than the men.

Role playing accompanies or follows identification.

We have all seen small children emulate their parents in

the things they do. A young baseball player may try his

skill at batting left-handed because his favorite baseball

player bats left-handed. Another child may have a desire

to be a doctor because his last illness in the hospital

made an impression on him, therefore, he decides to take

biology as a ninth grader.

Reality testing stems directly from role playing.

Life offers many opportunities for reality testing in the
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form of children's play, school, or extra-curricular activ-

ities. A boy decides he should not be a ship builder after

sinking his raft. High school algebra may have been the

deciding factor for a boy who planned to be an engineer.

A girl decides to be an opera singer because of her success

in the spring musical. These reality testing experiences

strengthen or modify self-concepts, and confirm or contra-

dict the way in which they have been tentatively translated

into an occupational role. Throughout the persons life, he

establishes values which he uses to test the job or career

of his choice.

Translation of the self-concepts into occupational

terms may proceed in several ways.

1. Through association or identification with an

adult, one may desire to play his occupational

role.

2. Experience received through happenstance in a

particular role may prove to be congenial.

3. Awareness of ones abilities or attributes which

are said to be important in a certain field or

work may lead one to look into that occupation.

Implementation of the self-concept is the result of

these processes being used as the young man or woman moves

from school or college into the world of work. The reality

of having developed a successful self-concept is shown when
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the young executive takes his place behind the desk with

his own name plate in front of him. In contrast to this

success, we have the high school drop-out who never did

well in his studies, who was never accepted by his class-

mates, and who is fired from his first job that he finally

got only after a number of rejections. He finds the oc-

cupational translation of his self-concept as ne'er-do-well

confirmed and implemented. After a series of negative ex-

periences, it takes a great deal of re-education to help

him develop more positive self-concepts, to find a suitable

occupational translation of this favorable picture of

himself, and to turn it. into a reality.

Ginzberg (1951) made a number of interesting remarks

about vocational behavior. On the basis of the interview

materials, Ginzberg and his collaborators have evolved a

theory of occupational choice that has three components.

First, occupational choice is not an event but a process

which takes place over a period of some eight to ten years

and which passes through a number of well-marked develop-

mental stages. Second, this process is largely irrevers-
ible, i.e., earlier decisions tend to reduce the degrees
of freedom available for later decisions. Third, compromise

is an essential feature of every choice.
Ginzberg also contended the child is concerned large-

ly with subjective factors during his years of early adoles-
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cents: his own interests, capabilities, and values. Grad-

ually, during his later adolescents and early adulthood,

the individual becomes increasingly concerned with the

realistic opportunities and limitations of available work

environments and makes those compromises which result in

a final occupational choice.

In the course of describing these three developmental

stages, Ginzberg further suggested a number of substages

within each. He thinks, for example, that during the

tentative stage there is a gradual shift from an earlier

phase where the sole preoccupation is with interests ("what

would I like to be?") to a later phase in which there begins

to be concern with capacities ("what kind of job am I best

suited for?"). During the tentative period, the child also

begins to be aware of values related to social status and

social class. Similarly, the realistic period is sub-

divided into an earlier exploratory stage and later phases

of crystallization and specification. Apparently, Ginzberg

believed that these periods and stages are ordered in a

sequential pattern and tend to take the same general course

in most children.

Roe (1947) claimed that satisfaction and frustration

of basic needs are clearly related to the parental handling

of children and the psychological climate of the home.

Such variables as parental overprotection and pressure,
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parental rejection and neglect, and types of parental ac-

ceptance (casual or loving) are important factors influenc-

ing the focus of vocational activity. Experience with such

variables, according to Roe, makes for the development of

basic attitudes, interests, and capacities which gain ex-

pression in the general patterns of adult life, in personal

relations, and ultimately in occupational choice.

In a later study, however, Roe (1964) conceded that

"the choice o J occupation is not neatty so d.itect an in-
dication of ch,itdhood expert-,ence as had been supposed."

(p. 113) She went on to say that an adequate theory of

vocational development will have to be much more complex

than she had initially presumed.

At the conclusion of the 1964 paper, Roe made a

series of points which are sufficiently penetrating that

they deserve quotation in full. Roe stated her current

viewpoint on vocational development as follows:

Di.44etent.iatt.ons have been shown, but the
typ cat petsonatity pattern is never a an.i--
vensat one 4or the members o4 any group.
Att ptediettionz oc oeeupat.iona, choice are
necessatity probab,itist.ic. 14 pted.ictLons
are made on the basis o4 petsonat.ity atone,
the ptobabit,it.ies must be smart (emphasis
added).

Petsonati,ty is onty one broad 4aetot in the
decisions made at any oecupat.ionat choice point;
how decisive a 4actot it is varies 4tom instance
to -instance. . . Any ptedLct.ions must take ex-
ternat vatLabtes--the openness o6 society, the
immediate economic situation, the changing in-
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du4tt.iat technology---.into account. Beyond these
ate the 4actgt4 o4 a bLt.itie6 , education and ex-
pet,ience. . .

1. Pot those pet6onz who Matt in the midd--e
ranges o4 the poputat.ion in alt o4 most tet-
evant pet4onat,ity chatac.tet,izt.-ccs, occupa-
tionat choice wiU depend ch.ie,ty upon the
to-evant hex 6teteotypes and the possession
o4 appto pt,iate ab,it-it,ieo. Pets o natity
4actots may have tit--e di44etentiating
e4ject.
2. Sex-typed occupations which tequ-.te no
-pec-.at of ex-theme petzona1.ity of ab,it ty
4actots w.itt not genetatty atttac- people
with matFzed dev.iation4 : e. g. , poputation6
o- dateog-itts, stenogtapheto, and beauty
o petatotz h hou-Pd show minimal ,intetgtoup
d,i6 4etencez .

Thete is 4 pa.t4 e evidence that both 6 pec-i4ic
and geneta.P eatty expet.ience- may be tetaced to
tatet vocational choices, but teseatch in this
6ietd has batety begun and has not thus jar
touched upon the mediating mechanisms in the
detetm.ination o choice.

The occupational tije hiztoty is never de-
pendent upon one choice atone. Vocational de-
vetopmen- is £L4etong, and thete ate many choice
points along the way. At any one o4 these, the
weight given to any 4actot may dL6- et stom the
weight apptop-&La-e to it at preceding of sub-
£ equen- choice points. . .

Because vocational t.ibe h.i4-ot.Le1s o- women
ate chatac-etiz t.icatty d,i4 j eten- atom those o j
men, and because even iot women who jottow an
uni ntettupted cateet tine thete ate con4.ideta-
tions not to-evan-t to men, studies o- occupa-
tionat histot.ie4 Got men and women may tequ,i,te
di eten- concepts. It may weft be that oc-
cupa-.ionat cta4i.i6.ication4, too, .should be
d-L eten- 4 of the two sexes.

Ptacticat cateet ptediction4 at out ptezen-t
state oS !znowtedge may not go butthet than atom
one choice point to the next. The most apptopt.i-
ate pted.ic-.ive model is a muttivat-Late one in
which all o$ the apptoptiate jactot6 can be com-
bined in vatiou4 weighting4. (p. 211-212)
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Tiedeman (1963) has shown that interest and person-

ality inventories are better predictors of occupational
choice than are aptitude tests. He has also provided em-

piracal confirmation for certain of Ginzberg's observations,
especially his beliefs that the self-concept in boys begins

to take shape as they pass through school grades 9 to 12,

and that a work-values stage (beginning around grade 12) is

preceded by an interest-stage (grade 10).

Neff (1968) summarized the common features in the

writings about theories of work personality as follows:

FiAzt, petzonatLty theor(.4t4 ate genetatty
concerned with the emot(.ona/ sides o human be-
hav-.ot, rather than its congn-.t-.ve of motor
aspects. Second, the pt-.matt' domain o6 -.nteteat
has to do with intetpetsonat te-2at-.onzh-.pd, -.nctud-
£ng whatever the indLv..duat {eetz and be.2d,evez is
true about h-Lmse-24 as a iSunction o4 his tetat-.on-
ships with others. . . Petsona-eJty theotist4 tend,
i6 anything, to be too genera.e in the-.t app.2-.cation.
None o4 the theottizt4 is whotty wrong, but none is
whotty tight. (p. 151)

. Freud may be pet4ect.2y tight in maintain-
ing that the neutot-,c is an Lnd..v Lduat who tea pond4
to other petzon4 as ti6 they were tept(.ca4 o6 his
patents. But, -i.4 true, this -(14 pteci4 e.e y why we
regard him as "zicfz. " The theory begins to £ait
when it is 4-.mp.2y genetatLzed to account 4ot the
behavior o{y £ezz traumatized peopte. Notma.2 pet-
4onatLty development .i.nvotve4 the ab tity to d.i.d-
cAim-.note between person and petson, situation
and situation, with a cotte4pondLng.2y di6jetent-
(1ated tepettoty of emotional te.4pon4e4. An angry
Jathet evokes one kind ob tesponze, an angry it-.end
a dL etent kind, an angry empto yet ztitt a third.
(p. 152)

Neff continued in his writings, developing a descrip-
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tion of the child's concept for a working adult. Even

though the child is not required to work, as such, the

values he experiences through playing, family associations-

-both with his parents and brothers and sisters, and the

tasks he observes or participates in, all help mold his

value patterns. A young child is required to master a

great many skills, which produce certain values about work.

This learning process may arouse intense affects both in

the child and the parent before he starts school.

When a child enters school he soon finds out that

he must produce. One basic demand of the school, which is

central to all else, is the demand to achieve. He is ex---

pected to become task oriented and begin mastering a series

of skills which will be instrumental in achieving some

goal. He is expected to distinguish work from play, attain

a certain level of achievement, be punctual, carry out

fixed assignments, and live a certain portion of his life

under constraints imposed by an extra-familial social

system.

During middle and later childhood the child begins

to develop a set of values concerning work and achievement

and probably the initial source of these developing ideas

are his parents. As powerful as parental influence may be,

however, it is only one source among many. A significant

role also is played by the teen-age subcultures in which
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the child increasingly becomes imbedded, the values of

which are often incongruent with the goals either of the

school or the parents. Depending upon the variable

strength and congruence among all these influences, the

child develops his individual set of values>about work.

(Neff 1968).

Establishing Work Values

Katz (1963) expressed his hypothesis for helping in-

dividuals further their preference-building process as

follows:

IJ the it .i4 a d.ingte synthesizing etemen- that
ondens, atnanges, and un.i6.ies such .intenac-t.i.ona
that ties together an .ind,ividua.e'd penception4 of
cuttuvat ptompt.L g4, motivating needa, mediating
symbo.e4, d.i46enent,ia-.ing chanactenist.ics, and
dense o6 tees o.eut,io n, that te.ea.e4 p except io n to
de.e6-concep-t4, and that accounts most d,itcectLy Jot
a pant.icu.ean decision on Jot a mode o6 choosing,
it is here suggested that that eeement its the .in-
d.ividuat's va.eue system. (p. 16)

Freud (1958) claims man's closest link to his society

is his job or profession. Dislocation in that area means

trouble for both the community and himself. The health of

the individual in a society and the health of society de-

pend on how they are linked to each other. Freud said:

Laying dtnesd upon .importance of woAk had
a gteatet e66ect than any other technique o6
Living in the d.itect.ion of binding the .ind.iv4-
duas mote c.eos eLy to neat ty; in his wotfz he
is at Least secuteLy attached to a pact of te-
a.tLty, the human community. . . and yet as a
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path to happina4 wo)LFa .i4 not valued veny high-
£y by men. They do not nun a6te't it as they do
a6ten. others oppotctunitie; bon gnat.icat-.on.
The great majoait.y w oiJa oney when /6o,7ced by
neee,s4- ty, and thi..s natu at human aversion to
woniz gLvez %ise to the most di66ica U 4soc..a.?
pro b.fem4 .

Raths (1966) et al indicated that the child of to-

day has a much harder time establishing the right kind of

values which will help him mature and stabilize his actions

in the world of work. Whereas, years ago, a young boy

worked in the field or shop with his father and had ample

associations with his father's work to develop similar

values or work ethics, boys today may not even know where

their father works, let alone what he does on the job.

Children growing up today have many outside influ-

ences which greatly affect the values they elect. The mass

media, world events, and social activities present conflic-

ting opinions about what values an individual should pos-

sess. One out of five families move every year which in-

troduces new values, in many instances. People attending

church less frequently, or not at all, schools no longer

taking a stand on values, both parents working, and broken

homes affect the youngsters value concepts. When children

are helped to choose their values in a systematic and sensi-

ble way, they will have greater clarity. Peck & Havighurst

(1960) put it succinctly:

It - -temptingty easy and -.nsiduou,6t y gtcat-
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i y.ing to "mold" ch-1dtten, on to "whip them into
tine" by exenc,i4,ing one' 4 z upenion status and
authottity as an adult. It is often pettsonatty
inconvenient to ct tow ch.itdtten time to debate
attennat.ives, and it may be pettsonatPy Jtcus-tna-
ting .ij the-.t choice conttta.dJcts one's own ptte-
6ettences . 14 thette iz any zetjish, sensitive
"pttide" at ztatze, it i vetty hand Jot most adutt4
to ttejna-.n {ttom contno.i,ing ch,Udnen in an auto-
cttat-,c manners. Then, too, tike any dictatoti4h.ip,
it .loofas "motte e6 Lc.ient" to the d,.cta;on, at
least. Howeven,the e6f ect on chatcactex is to
attest the deve.lopmen-t of na-t.iona.e judgement
and to ctteate such ne4entmenL4 as prevent the
gttowth o6 genuine a.ltttu.ist.ic .impu.lses. Fott
thousands o6 yearn,, the .bong-term e6tect4 have
been .ignotted and 4actt.i6.iced to shorn-term adult
advantages, most o6 the time. Pttobab.ly it is
no accident that thette arse tte.eative.2y cew people
who atte, ott even w- U become, p4 ycho.log.icaZt y
and eth.icatt y ma-tune. (P. 191)

Simon (1972) suggested different ways to teach stu-

dents awareness of their values. He claimed the ideal

choices should be based on the values the individual holds

for himself, but frequently the person is not clear about
his own values.

Raths (1966) was not concerned with the content of

people's values, but the process of valuing. His focus was

on how people come to hold certain beliefs and establish

certain behavior patterns.

When a person knows what he values, it is possible

to set goals or devise activities which will be of interest
to him. Anderson (1965) theorized "attitudes ate based upon

evatua-t.Lve concepts ttegattd,ing chattactett.i4..ics o6 the ne-

6enent object and give tt.14 e to motivated behav.iott. " (p. 438)
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Dale (1963) has proposed what he calls a Life Man-

agement Curriculum to help students in the critical choices,

the big consequential decisions they will make during high

school and after. The key ingredients in his curriculum

would include an over-arching concern for the values com-

prising the good life; attention to effective communication

in all its dimensions (reading, observing, listening, speak-

ing, assessing, developing taste and discrimination in lit-

erature, music, and the fine arts); concern with improved

mental, emotional, and physical health, including sensiti-

vity to unrelenting pressures from advertising and sales

sources; frequent experiences with success in learning as

the basis for motivation to learn ("success is the best

motivator"); development of a respect for time and its

management; help with problems of the consumer in a modern

society and development of effective and responsible work

habits, including responsive human relationships and flexi-

bility in a changing technological society.

Disruption of family ties and security makes the emo-

tionally disturbed youngster alienated from the real world

of work. He does not have the father or family relationship

to promote stable work values. His peers have had similar

experiences, therefore, because of their expectations and

interest they do not feel education is necessary in ac-

quiring a job (Passow, 1967).
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Weaver (1960) claimed from his study of human

values for those of urban life the following values:
We w.itt doub-tress come to apptcecia.te that some

of the.it (undetcptc.iviteged groups) vatues - at-
though stc..ih.ingty di6 jetcen- Jtcom those o j the
dominant gtcoups in out society - atce not o nt y
ut.it.ita.tian but wotcthy o4 emutaE.ion. Many o4
thein pattetcns o6 b ehav,.otc, white unacceptab.2e
to the majo>zity, may be compatible with success-
jut utcban tiv,ing; otheks wilt tequi e modi6 i-
ca-t.ion. . . opinion .ini.cuences often con6use
adjustment with conf otcm,ity, be2,iev.ing that ont y
m.idd2e-class oc,iented 4amitiez can make an
of f ect.ive adaptation to utcban Use. (p. 53)

Educational Programs And Practices For Disadvantaged Youth

The literature and research dealing with education

for the disadvantaged is voluminous. There are very limit-

ed sources, however, which deal strictly with the emotion-

ally disturbed, but the category of disadvantaged is also
characteristic of these youngsters. The sources cited in

this study are indicative of the research.
Hallberg (1965) stated throughout her findings that

the lower-class child is more often "motor ic, concrete,

thing o' -Lented and non-veAbat" (p. 1). Lower-class families

are "present-oriented", value physical strength and manual

skills, do not see formal education as vital, and are not

so likely to develop self control and responsibility.

These types of students respond best to teachers who (1)

actually get involved with teaching the student; (2) ac-

cept the student as an individual; (3) are open to new
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teaching styles and methods.

With respect to job aspirations, Hallberg further

postulated that underprivileged persons seek vocational ed-

ucation rather than academic education. This is undoubt-

edly due to their inability to use abstract reasoning and

their value system.

Because the emotionally disturbed child continues

to meet failure and frustration in school achievement, he

turns to his peers for more satisfying relations, and the

peer group becomes more central in his life than it does

with the middle-class child.

Dale (1963) based his proposal for a school program

on the idea that the program must prepare the student for

living effectively. His suggestions were:

catt attention to the 6ac- that the
etc,ticat choices o4 .Lnd Lv Lduatz ate not ehie4.ey
mathematica.2, 2ingu-L ttic, 4cient- -Lc, of hist-
ot-.eat. Rather, they ate choices o J vatue4, o J
JJLends of o4 a mate, choices in teceLv Lng and
exptessing ideas. They ate choices on which one
must 6oeus the wisdom in schoot and out. These
choices ate made on the bass o J what the -.nd-i.-
vidua.2 values. (p. 3)

Passow (1967) defined the perimeters of curriculum

content, not only for the disadvantaged but for all stu-

dents, as understandings, processes, concepts, attitudes,

norms, values, and feelings. He maintained that values

are learned and are influenced by the schools, as well as,

the family and other factors. Values are established
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through choices and children need help in developing those

kinds of values which will be most rewarding for them.

Zintz (1962) has worked with Indian children in the

Southwest. He made the following statement:

The vaeues o6 most teaehets ate mi.dd- e-
e.eazz vaZuez. This means that teaehetz
come tom homes where the dt-.ve bon achieve-
ment and success causes patents to "puzh
theiA ch-UcL'ten to cUmb the£addet o6
success; where "wotfz Got woth.',s sake -
impottant; and whete evenyone is onienved
to 6utune-time vatue4. To teach the child
4uccess6uUy, the ,teacher must necogn- ze
that the ch td may come to 4choot with a
tadI cct ty d-.vetgen- set o6 vatuez, and the
-teacher must try to undeutand, not dJ.z-
panage, these va.eue4s. (p. 263)

. . . behav-.ones of chitdten in the c!a.6s-
toom wi.U be £n.enpteted both in tetmz o4
the tLi e va.2ue4s o4 the ehad and the at-ti -ty
he has to communicate in the Zanguage o- the
.6choo2. (p. 265)

Emotionally disturbed adolescents take more time to

learn a skill, therefore, they need additional time to use

resource material or placement in a special class. For

them, role playing helped produce significant differences

in behavior and interpersonal relationships, personal

effectiveness in a social situation, and problem solving.

But there was no significant differences found in academic

achievement (Miller, 1968).

Dr. Stanley Yolles (1969), who is the director of

the National Institute of Mental Health, claimed children

need to develop trust in themselves and those around them

to prevent emotional disturbances. To do this one must
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experience warith, security, and consistency from his
parents. If a child's physical or psychological environ-
ment is unstable, his ability to >-row into a trusting in-
dividual is hampered. Therefore, if emotional disturb-
ances are to be prevented or lessened, people working with

these youngsters must show affection, concern, and interest
in helping them develop self-confidence, self-worth, and
self-values.

According to Doig (1969), schools need to teach

students values and skills rather than content. They need

to have clear-cut objectives and should make the students
feel that the classroom is not merely a place for pre-
paration for life, but is life itself, where risks and re-
wards are very real. Students like to feel teachers are
honest or "tell it straight" about their performance and
like to be made to feel as an important person, motivated
to learn.

Emotionally disturbed youngsters feel rejected and

unwanted in the school because of their removal from the

family or community. Morse (1969) stated that these child-
ren lack the social skills necessary for them to function
properly. These students operate on an impulse basis, do-

ing what they want to do when they feel like it. Acting-

out behavior is one sample of the unsocialized child. Role

playing and demonstrations by models are useful to show
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such children an acceptable behavior pattern.

In some children, act-out behavior in school is re-
action to failure. No one wants to fail or even be in a
marginal position; and yet thousands get failure messages

every day they are in school. The child comes to hate the

establishment that makes him fail, so he strikes back.

Many times the child has been compared by his parents to

another sibling who has always been good. This hatred to-

ward his parents is often transferred to his teachers, who

may never have been in the least unfair. Knowing the cause

behind a child's misbehavior, makes it possible to work on

an individualization program with the child which will help

him succeed.

Morse (1969) concluded with three statements for

helping the emotionally disturbed youngster establish

reasonable human relationships:

1. The -!choot w-LU have to te-examine how
the cutt.icu.2um, methodotog y, and expetiencez
can be bent to enhance growth and minimize
£a.itute.

2. Teachenz wilt have to £eatn new sla.i.bt4.

3. Teachet4 w.iU have to become mote open
about the.it feet ing4 towan.d d.i4iutbed ch.Udten,
because extetnaZiz.ing att.i.tude4 is a nece44aty
d#ep in changing negative beet ng4. (p. 34)

Foster children frequently show symptoms of emotion-

al disturbance. Maluccio (1969) reported from studies

which showed that the foster child has many adjustments,
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such as, two sets of parents' values, a change in school
locations, new self-concept as a foster child, new social
or peer groups, and different teachers or classes.

Hoyt (1964) emphasized that, for the disturbed child
"-the schoo.e may be the one zotid anchors o. &eat.ity in an
othetcw.i.,e btotcmy and bewiidetc.ing ti6e expetc.ience. Az auch,

the .s choo2 petc6o,%m4 a natutca.e -thetcapeut.ic Junction."
(p. 92)

The school and the therapeutic team (case worker,

psychologist, social agency, etc.) have a responsibility
to collaborate closely in implementation of a mutually

designed treatment plan geared to the individual needs

of each emotionally disturbed child.

The teacher, of course, is the key person in the

educational services for the child; his task is indeed
challenging and demanding. He can be instrumental in

helping the child grow, through disciplined use of himself
as an educator and as a human being. In order to do this
effectively, his relationship with the child must be based
on understanding of his own reactions and values, as well

as, the unique status of the child (Maluccio 1969).

Webster (1966) suggested the following items for the
curriculums of the disadvantaged.

The teachers 4hou.ed point out the wonth-
wh.ieene4z o J education in tetcmz o6 obtaining
vatc.iouz kinds o6 jobs, deaf.ing with toed tape,
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warding o{3 mani pura'L o n and undetstand.ing the
wotrd.

It is easy enough to give the undetptiv.i-
reged ch,.1d vati.ous vocational subjects, such
as shop, which ate attuned to his phyzicar
approach.; out quest, however, is to 6.ind ways
o6 utitiz.ing his phys.icar approach to achieve
higher reatning. In other words, the objec-
tive is not 4 Lmpry to {sorrow the rever o6 the
chitd, but to ut.ir.ize his physicar intetest as
one avenue Got reading him toward absttact
thinking. (p. 59)

Raths (1966) stated the following about the theory

of value clarification for those disadvantaged and non-

motivated children.

Educators have tong been petprexed about
how to dear with students who do not seem to
be motivated to reatn in schoor. . . . 04
the many temed-ies suggested, £ew seem to oj6en
as much as does the value theoty. This idea
needs to be tested cutther, but we sense that
a good pant of the d.i4{icurty o6 these "ptobrem"
students stems {atom 6eet.ings of ar.ienat.ion,
Jeer.%ngs o6 not being pate o J the society that
nuns the schoor and rewards schoor achievement.
And, o bten, there is no other wotrd o4 which
they do deer a pact. 1tc there is something
they have not done, it is to wotclz out the te-
rat%onsh-Lp between serb and society.

Thus, perhaps, Oat mote than any other group,
value-crat.iby-.ng expetLencez-chances to think
through what their £Lves ate Got in some ac-
eept.ing, aware and tear,ist.ic 4ashion - ate need-
ed by these eh.i.rdten. (p. 228-229)

Relevant Research Studies

Thompson (1966) designed a study to test Super's be-

lief (which was verified by his study) that the ninth grad-

er is in the vocational exploration stage. Freshmen stu-

dents were very definite in what was important to them in
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a vocation, and in their sophomore year over three-

fourths still rated the importance of these occupa-

tional values just as they had done a year previously.

Job security, was much more important to students

whose fathers were in the low-prestige occupations then

to those whose fathers were in the professions. Rural

students placed higher importance on security than did

urban children. Students whose mothers worked outside

the home deemed security exceedingly important.

Over ninety percent of the students wanted a voca-

tion which encouraged individuality. Also, high pay was

only moderatedly important while security was extremely

important.

Centers (1948) found there to be distinct dif-

ferences in the desires or value preference of the var-

ious occupational strata. Higher occupational groups

preferred self expression, leadership, and interesting

experiences while the lower groups emphasized their

craving for security, independence, autonomy, or free-

dom. All people had generally high aspirations for their

children's education, but the lower the occupational po-

sition of the parent the lower the aspiration he had for

his children.

Paine, Deutch, and Smith (1967) investigated the re-

lationship between family background characteristics and
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expected work values for college undergraduates. They

found that different, distinct, family-background pat-

terns, e.g., including family income, number of times

moved, emphasis on discipline, emphasis on material things,

closeness of family, etc., existed for those youth who

stress security and pleasant associations and working con-

ditions; those who emphasize prestige, responsibility, and

independence; those who stress creativity; and those who

emphasize monetary benefits. The results of this research

showed that more evidence is needed to check the several

patterns of development that are suggested by the data.

Gribbons and Lohnes (1965) conducted a study to

determine the shifts in adolescent vocational values.

They found that students in the eighth grade had suffi-

cient maturity of self-concept to justify counselor's

attention, also shifts in values of some students testi-

fied to healthy maturation during adolescents. This

study also contended that girls and boys appear to be

more alike than different in their employment of vocational

value categories, even though some differences were noted.

They made the following statement about the role of the

counselor:

It hays been shown that 6 cho oA couns etons
can Lntetcbene succezz4aUy in the vocationa.eL
deveZopmen-t pnocezz. It would seem that coun-
ae.2on.a shout d azzist young peop.ee at an ean.2y
age to an inctceased awatcenezz o4 the it petz ona!
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vatue4 h.ietatch.iez, to the .improvement o
the.it va.2ues, and to the .%n;egtat.ion o$
these va1ue..s concetnLng;heL.t a44 p.%tat.ion4
and ptan4. (p. 252)

Several studies indicate the necessity of knowing

the students well, in order to help them establish life
goals which coincide with their values about work.

(Dipboye & Anderson, 1959; Hales & Fenner, 1972; Perrone,

1965). The values held by an individual constitute an

essential and important element of his motivational

structure and, if understood, can give invaluable insights
into his decision-making process.

"Schoo.es -houtd attempt to develop healthy att.iUude4

.toward wotlz, e. g. , that aU ptoduct.ive otm6 of wo/Fz ate

worthy o6 te4pect" (Hales & Fenner, 1972). Increasingly,
vocational and technical training opportunities are com-

ing within reach of America's young people. Therefore,

teachers, as well as the counselors, should take an in-

terest in helping the students explore the factors related

to this value. 4
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SUMMARY

Theorists tend to agree that occupational choice is

dependent upon many factors and is a process which con-

tinues over a period of many years, perhaps even a life-

time. Some of the variables affecting a person's occupa-

tional choice are: family, school, community, and peers or

society. All these factors affect the person's own value

system and self-concept. The success a person experiences,

whether it be through his family associations, school

achievement, acceptance in his community, or work and play,

have a great influence upon the way a person sees himself

and what he values about work.

To make choices which are congruent with their

values, it is necessary for people to consider the alter-

natives available. Teachers, parents, and counselors can

help children develop the process of making deliberate,

responsible, decisions. A skillful decision-maker has

more freedom in his life because he is more likely to re-

cognize, discover, or create new opportunities and alter-

natives. He also is able to control his life better be-

cause he is able to reduce uncertainty in his choices and

limit the degree to which chance or other people determine

his future.

Value-clarification is an effective way of helping
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the disadvantaged youth understand themselves better and

improve social interactions. Role playing and verbal dis-

cussions about "real" everyday life situations have shown

positive results and improved behavior from these children.

Emotionally disturbed youngsters need to experience

success and trust from those with whom they associate in

positions of leadership. Educational experiences should

involve materials or activities which probe the values or

interests of the student. This is a motivational factor

and lessens the chance of discipline problems. Since

these youngsters have a low frustration level, it is

advantageous, if not manditory, to have small classes so

as to give more personal help and encouragement.

Work values start to form early in a child's life

and become more definite in the adolescent years. There-

fore, occupational preparation should begin through

awareness programs designed to help students make choices

that agree with their values. Research studies have shown

that large proportions of high school senior boys make

fairly definite vocational plans and actually follow those

plans after they graduate (Porter 1954).

Roe (1956) and others argue that no other factor in

our society can satisfy as many needs in an individual's

life as his occupation.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The primary purpose of this study was to determine

the work values of the emotionally disturbed adolescents

and to compare these values with those indicated by adoles-

cents from a regular public school of the same age level.

A secondary objective was to compare the work values of the

two age levels, grade 7-9 to those of grade 10-12, within

each level.

Population Sample

The population sample for this study consisted of

100 students. The distribution was as follows:

Group A: Students from the Farm Home School

in Corvallis, Oregon, identified as the emotion-

ally disturbed sample, were chosen upon the rec-

ommendation of Dr. Gordon Higginson, the school

psychologist. He contended that this population

of students is representative of emotionally dis-

turbed adolescents as defined for this study. (For

additional demographic information see Appendix E)

The grade levels ranged from 7-12 and the students

were from 12 to 18 years of age. There were both

boys and girls included in the sample with a
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majority of boys. There were 25 students in

each grade level at the time the inventory was

administered.

Group B: Two classes were chosen from the

regular school setting in Corvallis, Oregon,

School District 509J. One class was selected

from Western View Junior High, grades 7-9, as

recommended by the principal. The other class

was selected from Corvallis High School, grades

10-12, upon recommendation of the assistant

principal in charge of curriculum. (For'addi-

tional demographic information see Appendix E.)

The inventories of 25 students from each level

were used for the study. The classes were

picked at random according to grade level

mixtures, co-ed classes, and elective non-

academic classes to coincide with the Group A

population sample. These schools were chosen

on the basis of student population and range

of living standards. This population included

parents who dropped out (did not complete high

school) as well as, those parents who are

medical professionals, lawyers, professors at

Oregon State University, and prominent business

men in the community. These schools were con-
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sidered to be representative of a regular public

school population. (Appendix D)

Instrumentation

The Ohio Work Values Inventory

The Ohio Work Values Inventory, (Appendix A) has

been used for students from grades 5-11 and has a reading

level of grade 2.8 (Hales 1973). Permission (Appendix C)

was obtained from the author to use the instrument and

additional information concerning its development was

provided.

The theoretical foundations of the instrument,

along with much of its basic rationale can be traced to

five primary sources: (1) an analysis of values used in

previous investigations. (Centers, 1948; Super 1968;

Perrone 1965; Thompson 1966;-Paine, Deutsch, and Smith

1967), (2) worker functions, as identified by the United

States Department of Labor (1965), (3) the social psycho-

logical, psychoanalytically based personality need theory,

as postulated by Maslow (1954), (4) adapted to a theory

of occupational choice by Roe (1965), and (5) self theory,

as stated by Combs and Snygg (1949).

Ten of the eleven value constructs have appeared in

inventories, questionnaires, or rating scales used by

other researchers in their investigations of work values
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(Hales 1973). Solitude, while not explicitly included, has

been clearly implied in at least two other scales (Super

1968; Gribbons and Lohnes 1965).

Validity and Reliability

For each scale, items thought to measure that value

were written, tried in experimental forms, and revised.

Each scale of the final form contained seven items (Appen-

dix A).

Coefficient alpha and test-retest coefficients were

used to evaluate test reliability for boys and girls of

various social classes at various grade levels. Scale in-

tercorrelations were calculated. One aspect of criterion

related validity was investigated through a correlational

study of the Ohio Work Value Inventory and other work value

scales.

The sample for testing the instrument was comprised

of 2174 elementary and secondary students from a large,

midwestern school district. Included in the sample were

198 eleventh grade students, 486 eighth grade students, 490

seventh grade students, 500 sixth grade students, and 500

fifth grade students. The questionnaire was administered

during the fall of 1971.

The results of the reliability study were favorable.

All coeficients were reasonably high for the different

grade levels, for boys and girls separately within grade
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levels, and for different social levels. The lowest coef-

ficient alpha was .72 for Task Satisfaction for sixth grade

girls. With the exception of Task Satisfaction for the

fifth grade and eighth grade samples, all test-retest co-

efficients were above .71. Most of the coefficient alphas

were above .85 and most of the test-retest coefficients

were above .80.

Because many of the emotionally disturbed adoles-

cents at the Farm Home have reading difficulties the Ohio

Work Values Inventory was deemed appropriate for this study.

The dependent variable for the study was the re-

sponse of each student to the questionnaire.

Administration Of The Instrument

The instrument was administered by teachers of each

class in order to maintain uniformity. The teachers were

instructed about the use of the instrument prior to the

time of administering the inventory.

The classes which were surveyed had the exact number

of students present which were needed for the sample on the

day the inventory was given. All the questionnaires were

complete and were collected within the 45 minute class time.

Statistical Design and Significance
Testing Of The Hypotheses

The sampling technique was a two-way arrangement
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(2x2 matrix) as illustrated in Table 1.

TABLE 1

TWO-WAY ARRANGEMENT SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

Grade Level Farm Home School
Group A

Corvallis Schools
Group B

I

7-9

II
10-12

25

25

25

25

50

50

E 50 50 100

Methods Of Analysis

Means and variances were computed for each work

value construct in the instrument and data were analyzed to

test the following hypotheses:

H1: There was no significant difference between

the mean scores of emotionally disturbed children and

children in a regular public school on the Altruism

Scale and each of the other ten work values.

H2: There was no significant difference between

the mean scores of grades 7-9 and grades 10-12 on the

Altruism Scale and each of the other ten work values.

H3: There was no significant interaction effect

between groups and grade levels.
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The F statistic was used to compute the analysis of

variance in order to test each of the hypotheses with the

critical significance level being set atcX =.05. If F (com-

puted) was found to be greater than the tabular F (3.94),

then the hypothesis was rejected; otherwise, the hypothesis

was retained.

The analysis of variance table which follows indi-

cates the significance testing schema:

TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SCHEMA*

Source of df SS MS F-Ratio Critical
Variation F = .05

df=1,100

Group 1 A A/1 MSA/MSD 3.94

Grade 1 B B/1 MSB/MSD 3.94

Interaction 1 C C/1 MSC/MSD 3.94

Error 96 D D/96

Total 99 E

*A further explanation of this table and terms are found in
Courtney and Sedgwick (1972).

The data scale used in the study was considered to

be of the interval type. The assumption of underlying con-

tinuity was utilized in justifying this rationale. Under-

lying continuity, according to Courtney and Sedgwick (1972)
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is exemplified by a score on a 100 point scale. The score

of 83, for example, represents a value which is considered

as a continuous measure, thus giving an instance when dis-

crete data are treated as continuous.

The F statistic was considered to be robust enough

to adequately analyze such data as were used in the present

study.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

Chapter four is an objective presentation of the data

derived from the responses of the students from the Farm

Home and Corvallis schools to the questionnaire. As indi-

cated previously the survey instrument contained eleven

constructs, which are common work values, recognized by

experts in the field. An introductory examination of the

findings are provided by the histogram, FIGURE 1.

The F statistic (two-way analysis of variance tech-

nique) was used to analyze the data in this study. Differ-
ences in mean score results were tested for all students

from the Farm Home and Corvallis schools to indicate vari-

ations between the two schools and to determine interaction

effect between grade levels,-7-9 and 10-12.

By computing the means and variances for each of the

eleven constructs in the questionnaire, the hypotheses, as

stated in Chapter III, were tested.

The critical significance level was set at a = .05.

When the computed F for any construct was found to be

greater than the tabular F (3.94) the hypothesis was re-

jected (Table 3). Five of the eleven work value constructs

showed a significant difference beyond the critical level.



IF1F2C1C2 IFlF2ClC2

1. Not Much
2. A Little
3. Fairly Much
4. A Lot
5. Very Much

F1F2C1C2

F1 = Farm Home, grade 7-9 Cl = Corvallis School, grade 7-9
F2 = Farm Home, grade 10-12 C2 = Corvallis School, grade 10-12

F1F2C1C2

FIGURE 1. COMPARISON OF VARIABLE MEAN SCORES FOR THE ELEVEN WORK VALUE CONSTRUCTS (See page 9)



TABLE 3

REJECTION OF THE HO FOR FIVE WORK VALUE CONSTRUCTS (SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF MEANS SCORES, Ci = .05)

Means

Variable Group Grade Level Interaction All Farm Home(AF) All Corvallis (AC) Computed Tabular
Effect Effect Effect All Grade 7-9 (Al)All Grade 10-12(A2) F F

H1 H2 H3

Altruism X AF - 3.54 AC - 3.12 4.32 3.94

Object
Orientation X AF - 3.14 AC - 2.25 21.40 3.94

Independence X Al - 3.49 A2 - 3.11 4.25 3.94

F2 - 3.61 Fl -.4.13
Money X C2 - 3.93 Cl - 3.31

7.99 3.94

Solitude X AF - 2.95 AC - 2.40 7.99 3.94
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The null hypothesis (H1) was rejected between groups

for three constructs. These constructs were Altruism,

Object Orientation, and Solitude. An item by item exam-

ination of these constructs was conducted to determine the

extent of the difference between the two groups and where

the difference lay. The means for the opposite category

of respondents were also examined as a means of comparison,

even though they were not significantly different. For ex-

ample, the first work value Altruism, was rejected when

group responses were analyzed. Farm Home students valued

working with people more than did students from Corvallis.

On a five-point scale, the mean for the Farm Home students

was 3.54 and 3.12 for Corvallis. When looking at the score

responses for Altruism by grades, level II mean score was

3.40 and the mean score for level I was 3.26. This indi-
cates that Farm Home students valued Altruism (working with

people) significantly more than Corvallis students as a

group, but not significantly between grade levels. Impli-

cations of these findings are given in Chapter V.

The null hypothesis (H2) was rejected between grade

levels for only one construct, Independence. The mean

scores for the grade levels were: Farm Home 3.49 and Cor-

vallis 3.11. For this construct the group scores were not

significantly different but when analyzed, the data showed

Corvallis students (3.34) valued Independence more than did
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the Farm Home students (3.26).

Table 3 shows the rejected hypotheses for each of

the constructs, mean score values for each group or grade

level, the computed F, and the tabular F.

The constructs for which the null hypotheses was

retained, were Security, Control, Self Realization, Task

Satisfaction, Idea/Data Orientation, and Prestige. Mean

scores for all eleven constructs by all respondents are

presented in Table 4 to show the statistical differences

between the work values.

Difference For The Interaction Effect

The two-way classification analysis of variance

tested eleven constructs for no interaction effect differ-

ence. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6 which

show the mean scores for groups and grade levels, the com-

puted F, and the tabular F. The null hypothesis for inter-

action (H3) was rejected for only one, Money, of the eleven

constructs. FIGURE 2 is a plot of the interaction effect

differences for this construct and shows it as being dis-

ordinal. This is explained further in Chapter V.

Means

The mean response was computed for each construct

for students from the Farm Home School (Emotionally dis-

turbed) and Corvallis (regular public school) for both



TABLE 4

MEAN RESPONSES TO ALL WORK-VALUE CONSTRUCTS(11)
BY GROUPS AND CORRESPONDING GRADE LEVELS

Variable Means
AF F2 Fl AC C2 Cl **

*Altruism 3.54 3.60 3.50 3.12 3.21 3.00

*Object Orient. 3.14 2.88 3.40 2.25 2.34 2.16

Security 3.98 3.85 4.10 3.80 3.82 3.78

Control 2.63 2.34 2.91 2.33 2.30 2.36

Self Real. 4.18 4.10 4.27 4.08 4.18 3.98

*Independence 3.26 3.02 3.50 3.34 3.21 3.47

*Money 3.87 3.61 4.13 3.62 3.93 3.31

Task Sat. 4.53 4.47 4.58 4.61 4.68 4.53

* Solitude 2.95 3.02 2.88 2.40 2.16 2.65

Idea/Data Or. 3.11 3.14 3.07 2.91 2.98 2.84

Prestige 3.04 3.05 3.03 2.66 2.64 2.68

*

*Data showed signifi
*All Farm Home Stude

cant differ
nts (AF) A

ence for th
ll Corvalli

ese cons
s Studen

tructs
ts (AC)

Farm Home Grades 7- 9 (Fl) 10-1 2 (F2) Corvallis Grades 7-9 (Cl) 10-12 (C2)
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TABLE 5

RESULTS OF TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
INTERACTION EFFECT DIFFERENCES

Variable Computed Hypothesis*
F

Altruism .02 Retain

Object orientation 3.27 m

Security .94 m

Control 1.79 w

Self Realization 2.03 IL

Independence .34 m

Money 7.74 Reject

Task Satisfaction 2.03 Retain

Solitude 2.60 m

Idea/Data Orientation .04 m

Prestige .03 m

* The level of significance
The Tabular F was 3.94.

was .05 percent,p(=,05.
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TABLE 6

DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSES BETWEEN FARM
HOME AND CORVALLIS BY GRADE LEVELS

INTERACTION EFFECT DIFFERENCES

Variable Farm Home(F)/Corvallis(C)* Computed Tabular
x Level 2(2)/Level 1(1) F F

Money F2 - 3.61 C2 - 3.93 7.74 3.94
Fl - 4.13 C1 - 3.31

*

Farm Home = Emotionally disturbed school
Corvallis = Regular public school

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0
Farm Home Corvallis

o = Grade Level 7-9
x = Grade Level 10-12

FIGURE

INTERACTION EFFECT

2
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grade levels and are shown in Table 7. This Table was com-

piled with the constructs in rank order according to the

mean score response to show the similarity of the four

units within the sample.

Students from the Farm Home School, as a group, re-

sponded with a higher mean score on nine of the eleven con-

structs than the Corvallis students. Corvallis students

valued Independence and Task Satisfaction more than the

Farm Home students, according to mean scores. All mean

scores for the Farm Home students, 7-9 grades, were higher

than those of the corresponding level from Corvallis. The

Farm Home, grades 10-12, marked only six of the work values

higher than did the corresponding Corvallis level. These

findings are shown in Table 8.



TABLE 7

STUDENT MEAN RESPONSE FOR ALL VARIABLES (Given in rank order)

F2 C2 Fl Cl

Task Sat. 4.47 Task Sat. 4.68 Task Sat. 4.58 Task Sat. 4.53

Self Real. 4.10 Self Real. 4.18 Self Real. 4.27 Self Real. 3.98

Security 3.85 Money 3.93 Money 4.13 Security 3.78

Money 3.61 Security 3.82 Security 4.10 Independence 3.47

Altruism 3.60 Altruism 3.21 Altruism 3.50 Money 3.31

Idea/Data Or.3.14 Independence 3.21 Independence 3.50 Altruism 3.00

Prestige 3.05 Idea/Data Or. 2.98 Obj. Orient. 3.40 Idea/Data Or. 2.84

Independence 3.02 Prestige 2.64 Idea/Data or. 3.07 Prestige 2.68

Solitude 3.02 Obj. Orient. 2.34 Prestige 3.03 Solitude 2.65

Obj. Orient. 2.88 Control 2.30 Control 2.91 Control 2.36

Control 2.34 Solitude 2.16 Solitude 2.88 Obj. Orient. 2.16

F2 = Farm Home 10-12 C2 = Corvallis 10-12 Fl = Farm Home 7-9 Cl = Corvallis 7-9 L
U,
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TABLE 8

MEAN SCORES BY GRADE LEVELS

Variable F2 C2 Fl Cl

1. Altruism 3.60 3.21 3.50 3.00

2. Object Orientation 2.88 2.34 3.40 2.16

3. Security 3.85 3.82 4.10 3.78

4. Control 2.34 2.30 2.91 2.36

5. Self Realization 4.10 4.18 4.27 3.98

6. Independence 3.02 3.21 3.50 3.47

7. Money 3.61 3.93 4.13 3.31

8. Task Satisfaction 4.47 4.68 4.58 4.53

9. Solitude 3.02 2.16 2.88 2.65

10. Idea/Data Orientation 3.14 2.98 3.07 2.84

11. Prestige 3.05 2.64 3.03 2.68

*
F2 = Farm Home 10-12 Fl Farm Home 7-9
C2 = Corvallis 10-12 Cl = Corvallis 7-9
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Summary

The basic purpose of this study was to determine the

work values of the emotionally disturbed adolescents and to

compare these values with those indicated by adolescents

of the same age level from a regular public school. A sub-

sequent objective was to compare the work values of the age

levels, grade 7-9 and grade 10-12, within each group.

The population sample consisted of 100 students. The

sample was comprised of two groups, 50 students each. Each

group was subdivided into grade levels, 7-9 and 10-12, with

25 students in each level.

A search of the literature furnished a theoretical

background for the development of one's occupational choice

and value system. The literature provided further infor-

mation concerning effective programs for the emotionally

disturbed adolescents which may be used to assist them in

becoming better prepared for the world of work. Other re-

search studies in the area of work values supplied addi-

tional ideas which were used in conducting this study.

The questionnaire used for the study was The Ohio

Work Values Inventory (Hales 1973) and was administered by

the teachers of each class during the regular class period.
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Teachers were instructed about the instrument prior to the

day it was to be administered. All questionnaires were

completed during the 45 minute period and collected from

all respondents. Thus both groups were treated alike to in-

sure uniformity.

Means and variances were computed for each work value

scale and the data were analyzed to test three hypotheses:

Hl -There is no significant difference between the mean

scores of emotionally disturbed adolescents and adolescents

in a regular public school on the Altruism scale and each

of the other ten scales; H2 -There is no significant differ-

ence between the mean scores of grades 7-9 and grade 10-12

on the Altruism scale and each of the other ten scales; H3

-There is no significant interaction effect between groups

and grade levels. The F statistic was the basis for com-

puting the analysis of variance. The critical significance

level was set at a = .05.

Conclusions

Designing and conducting the research, testing the

hypotheses, and an examination of the data provided the

following conclusions:

1. Emotionally disturbed adolescents chose Task Satisfac-

tion, Self Realization, Security, Money, Altruism, Inde-

pendence, Object Orientation, Ideas/Data Orientation,
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Prestige, Solitude, and Control as the work values they

felt were important. These are arranged in order of

preference from most valued (4.53) to least valued

(2.63) on a five point scale.

These findings agree with the literature and are

similar to the ordering of the value constructs by the

students from Corvallis.

2. The mean score differences between the emotionally dis-

turbed adolescents and adolescents from a regular pub-

lic school indicated that for three (3) work values

there was a critical significant difference; conse-

quently, the hypothesis (Hl) was rejected. These work

values were Altruism, object orientation, and Solitude.

It may be surprising that the Farm Home students

value Altruism (Working with people) more than Corval-

lis students because these children have been so re-

jected by family, community, school, and people in

general. However, according to Maslow's hierarchy of

needs, the individual tries to satisfy only those needs

which he feels are lacking. After these have been sat-

isfied, they are no longer valued as highly as the next

higher need. Corvallis students therefore, value Al-

truism less than did the Farm Home students because

they have been more accepted by people. This construct

deals with helping people who have problems and are

having a difficult time making their lives pleasant.
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Object orientation showed the largest significant

difference (21.40) which is a job that requires one to

work with physical objects. Emotionally disturbed

children value motoric rather than symbolic or abstract

learning, according to the literature, because many of

these students have been unable to succeed in our school

programs. Since these students have difficulty with

abstract reasoning, their ability to predict the future

is distorted or uncertain and they live from moment to

moment rather than risk the future. When working with

objects they are able to see what they are doing right

now. They do not have to rely on thought or memory in

order to complete the job later. This is somewhat

frustrating to many of these students too, however, be-

cause the reality of their failure, should they fail,

is also plainly visable and cannot be denied. This

causes outbursts of anger and violent behavior which

often destroys their work so as to erase the failure.

Many of the emotionally disturbed students are un-

able to remember from one day to the next what project

they were doing in the shop. As soon as they see the

project, they can usually continue with the work. How-

ever, in other classes which require abstract reasoning

or working with symbols, many of these students have

great difficulty continuing from one day to the next
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to say nothing of the week ends or summer vacation.

As a result of this experience in school these stu-

dents fear the same occurance on the job. It is much

less freightening if the objects are there as reminders.

Students from the Farm Home valued Solitude (working

alone) more than did Corvallis students. This can pos-

sibly be explained by the fact that these students feel

rejected and like individual attention. They have had

little success in getting along with other people and

do not like others to see their mistakes for fear of

being criticized. If they work by themselves these

children feel the job can be done according to their

own liking. If someone else is working with them they

are afraid of being told how and what to do. Many of

these students have been harassed by older brothers and

sisters, as well as parents, and want to be left alone

to do as they so desire.

3. The mean score differences between grade levels 7-9 and

10-12 indicated that for one (1) work value there is a

critical significant difference; therefore, (H2) was

rejected for Independence.

An examination of the mean scores for this work

value shows that the 7-9 grade level mean for Corvallis

(3.47) was slightly lower than that of the Farm Home

(3.50), while the mean for Corvallis 10-12 grade level

(3.21) was much higher than the Farm Home (3.02).
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The hypothesis (H2) was rejected because the mean score

for the 7-9 group was higher (3.49) than the mean score

for the 10-12 group (3.11).

The explanation for this data was rather obvious.

Students at the lower grade level do not like to be

told what to do all the time, therefore, a job which

would give them independence is appealing. It is in-
w

teresting to note, however, that the Farm Home 10-12

grade valued Independence less than Corvallis. The

emotionally disturbed adolescents as they get older

begin to realize how insecure and dependent they really

are on someone else. They do not like to make decisions

which require them to accept the responsibility for

their own actions. As they get older they want to be

told what to do so they can challenge the authority or

blame someone else for the failure. Most of these stu-

dents have not been required, or given the opportunity,

to make choices which they could handle in order to

develop their ability to be independent.

4. An interaction effect (H3) of critical significance was

found for one (1) work value, Money. When the mean

scores were analyzed the interaction was found to be

disordinal. Emotionally disturbed adolescents valued

Money significantly more for grade level 7-9 than did

the 10-12 grade level, while regular school adolescents

valued Money significantly more for grade level 10-12
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than did the 7-9 grade level adolescents.

Perhaps the reason for the decrease in the work

value of Money for the Farm Home students was actually

a realistic response. The lower age level students

feel that if they had sufficient money all their prob-

lems would be solved. The older students realize that

many of their needs cannot be satisfied or solved with

money. They still want a good paying job but there are

other characteristics about a job which they value more.

The students from Corvallis, on the other hand,

probably expect to continue in school and are more

realistic about the costs of living. They have experi-

enced working on a job and have had parents supporting

themselves, instead of living on welfare.

5. Emotionally disturbed adolescents surveyed for this

study ranked the work values similar to adolescents

from the regular public school. The mean scores were

significantly different for five (5) of the eleven

constructs.

Recommendations For Further Study

As a result of this investigation the following

studies are recommended:

1. Similar comparative studies should be planned for other

groups of this type.
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2. A follow-up study to determine what types of jobs the

emotionally disturbed students pursue after leaving the

Farm Home. This type of study would help clarify the

educational needs of these youngsters for employment.

3. An experimentation with different types of career edu-

cation programs to determine the motivational effects

for emotionally disturbed youth.

4. A study to determine the effect of the family back-

ground concerning the attitudes of the emotionally

disturbed adolescent toward the world of work.

5. A study which would reveal the effects of drugs upon

the value system of adolescents and their retention of

skills, both motoric and symbolic.

Other recommendations for school curriculums are:

1. School curriculums should provide assistance for all

students to experience making choices which will help

them develop a sound value system. Emotionally dis-

turbed adolescents especially, need help in clarifying

their values if they are to be a productive part of

the society.

2. All classes taught in the schools should help the stu-

dents become more acquainted with work values associ-

ated with various jobs to help them make a more delib-

erate occupational choice. This could make school more

interesting and meaningful.
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THE OHIO WORK VALUES INVENTORY
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OHIO WORK VALUES INVENTORY

People have their own reasons for choosing the work
which they will do for a living. The work a person chooses
often depends upon what is important to him or to her. If
you really know how you feel about the different aspects
of work, that is, what you value about work, it will be
easier for you to make plans and choices which are right
for you.

There are no right and no wrong answers to these ques-
tions because no one knows better than you do what you like
in a job.

DIRECTIONS:

There are five empty spaces after each question. Draw
an X in the one space you decide for your answer.

For example, one person marked two questions this way.

HOW MUCH WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE:

1. a job where you work outdoors
most of the time?

2. a job where you work at night?

Not A Fairly A Very
much little much lot much

You can see that this person values working outdoors a
lot. And, work that is done at night the person values a
little.

Be sure to answer every question and to mark one space
only for each question. You do not have to hurry in answer-
ing these questions.
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OHIO WORK VALUES INVENTORY - SCALES

Altruism 1, 12, 23, 34, 45, 56, 67

Object Orientation 2, 13, 24, 35, 46, 57, 68

Security 3, 14, 25, 36, 47, 58, 69

Control 4, 15, 26, 37, 48, 59, 70

Self Realization 5, 16, 27, 38, 49, 60, 71

Independence 6, 17, 28, 39, 50, 61, 72

Money 7, 18, 29, 40, 51, 62, 73

Task Satisfaction 8, 19, 30, 41, 52, 63, 74

Solitude 9, 20, 31, 42, 53, 64, 75

Ideas/Data Orien. 10, 21, 32, 43, 54, 65, 76

Prestige 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, 66, 77
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1
How much would you like to have :

1 Not A Fairly A Very
much little much lot much

1. a job that helps people?

2. a job where you put things
together?

3. a job that is easy for you to
keep?

4. a job where you can tell others
what to do?

5. a job where you do many of the
things you are able to do?

6. a job where you come and go as
you please?

7. a job that pays you a lot of
money?

8. a job where you do things you
like to do?

9. a job that you do mostly by
yourself?

10. a job where you often work with
facts, ideas and opinions?

11. a job where a lot of people in
your state will know what you do?

12. a job where you help people to
have a better life?

13. a job where you make or build
things?

14. a job that is yours as long as
you want it?

15. a job where you would be the
boss?
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How much would you like to have:

16. a job where you can use the
skills you have?

17. a job where you choose what you
will do each day?

18. a job where you can earn all
the money you need and more?

19. a job that gives you a lot of
enjoyment?

20. a job where you work very
little with other people?

21. a job where you sometimes think
of new ways to do things?

22. a job that will make you well
known?

23. a job where you do good things
for others?

24.a job where you can see how and
why parts of things fit together?

25. a job you are sure of having
year after year?

26. a job where you give directions
to other workers?

27. a job that lets you use your
abilities?

28. a job where no one tells you
what to do?

29. a job where there is a chance
to get rich?

30. a job that makes you feel happy
most of the time?

75

2 Not A Fairy A Very
much little much lot much

19.

2 0 . 0

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

2 6 .

2 7 .

2 8 .

30.
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How much would you like to have:

31. a job that is done mostly by one
person?

32. a job where having ideas is
important?

33. a job where people admire you for
your work?

34. a job where you can help people
who have problems?

35. a job where your main work is to
make or fix things?

76

3 Not A Fairy A Very
much little much lot much

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

3 8 .

39.

40.

41. D D

42.

43.

44. D

45.

36. a job where no one will take your
place unless you decide to leave the job?

37. a job where you are in charge of a
group of workers?

38. a job that helps you to keep on
improving as a person?

39. a job where you decide what hours
you will work?

40. a job where you can earn a lot of
money?

41. a job that you look forward to
doing each day?

42. a job where youu are on your own
in doing the work?

43. a job where you try to make sense
out of several ideas?

44. a job where many people will know
you because of your work?

45. a job where you can help people who
don't have a very easy life?

46. a job where you take things apart
to see why they don't work?
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How much would you like to have :

47. a job that you know is always
yours?

48. a job where it is up to you to see
that others do their work?

49. a job where you do the things you
are good at doing?

50. a job where you can take time off
when you want?

51. a job where you may sometimes make
a lot of extra money?

52. a job that seems fun to do?

53. a job where you work by yourself
most of the time?

54. a job where it is important that
others understand your ideas?

55. a job where you have a chance to
be famous?

56. a job where doing something for
other people is your main work?

57. a job where you often handle
things?

58. a job you can keep as long as you
like?

59. a job where you plan and direct
the work of others?

60. a job where you can develop your
abilities?

61. a job where you decide how you
will do your work?

62. a job that will make you a rich
person?
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4 Not A Fairy A Very
much little much lot much

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57. El

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.
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5 5 Not A Fairly A Very
How much would you like to have: much little much lot much

63. a job that you enjoy doing? 63.

64. a job where you are not near 64.
other people much of the time?

65. a job where putting ideas 65.

together is important?

66. a job where you will be well 66.

known for the work you do?

67. a job that makes living more 67.

easy and happy for other people?

68. a job where you use tools in 68.

doing your work?

69. a job you know you can always 69.
have?

70. a lob where others do the work 10.

the way you say?

71. a job where you keep improving 71.

your skills?

72. a job that you can do your own 72.

way?

73. a job that gives you plenty of 73.

money?

74. a job where the work you do 74.

makes you feel good?

75. a job that you can do alone? 75.

76. a job where developing ideas 76.
is important?

77. a job where you get to know 77
some important people?
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Name

School

boy
Grade Circle one: Age

girl

What job would you like to have some day?

Your father's job:

Father's education: How far did he go in school?
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APPENDIX B

LETTER OF REQUEST
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February 7, 1974

Dr. Loyde W. Hales
Dept. of Educational Research
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701

Dear Dr. Hales:

I am in the beginning stages of my Doctoral thesis and
have been searching for the right instrument to use.

My question is: "Do emotionally distrubed children have
the same attitudes about career goals or jobs as children
from a 'normal school' setting?"

Dr. Henry TenPas at Oregon State University showed me a
copy of your Ohio Work Values Inventory. Basically, it
seems to fit my problem accurately, however, the emphasis
of my study is career values. Would it be possible to
modify your instrument to meet this criteria? Example:
How much would you like to have: (1) a career that helps
people? (2) a career where you put things together? (3)
a career that is easy for you to keep? Etc.

I would appreciate any suggestions you may have for admin-
istering this instrument, previous findings, or sources of
literature which show some uses of this instrument, and
any revisions since 1971.

If you would like a summary of the findings I would be
happy to send you a copy. Thank you for your kind con-
sideration.

Sincerely,

(-a ke5,-7
Reed L. King
1835 NW Menlo Drive
Corvallis, OR 97330

dk

Enclosure - self-addressed envelope for your response
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LETTER OF PERMISSION
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OHIO UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

ATHENS, OHIO 45701

SCHOOL OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LOYDE W. HALES, DIRECTOR

AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 201 McCRACKEN HALL

February 19, 1974 (614) 594-5406

Mr. Reed L. King
1835 14W Menlo Drive
(brvallis, Oregon 97330

Dear cir. Kinq :

In response to your letter of February 7, all things are appropriate.
The word "job" was carefully selected for use in our instrument--The Ohio
Work Values Ind. Not all children understand the concept of career,
this being more middle class than lower class in conceptualization. The
word "job" is generally understood by children to include all employment
(occupations and vocations), i.e., to include all types of careers.
Since the instrument was developed and standardized with the word "job,"
Change in wording could invalidate the nouns and research data concerning
the instrument.

A copy of the instrument and saline papers and articles concerning the
instrument are enclosed. An additional reference is found in the Vocational.
Guidance Quarterly, march 1972, pages 199 to 203, "Work Value of 5th, 8th,
and 111N Grace Students." Tentative norms on approximately 5,000 children
in grades 4 through 8 can be made available, if you so desire. A manual
for administering the instrument, as well as multiple copies of the ()WVI,
can be purchased fran Bradford J. Penner, 71 Mulligan Road, Athens, Ohio
45701.

I hope this is of use to you. If you do use our instrument, I would

like a suunary of your findings.

Sincerely,

v LoydeW. Hales
Director

L4,ffl:slm

Enclosures

PROGRAMS IN GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING, HIGHER EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND EVALUATION, AND EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
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APPENDIX D

STATEMENT OF VARIFICATION
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5°9J11
CORVALLIS SCHOOL DISTRICT
1555 S.W. 35th Street
Corvallis, Oregon 97330-752-5141

THOMAS D. WOOAMAN, S/.D.

SUPIRINTSNDSNT

March 28, 1974

TO WHOM THIS MAY CONCERN:

The students surveyed in this study from Western View
Junior High, grades 7-9, and those from Corvallis High,
grades 10-12, are representative of a regular public school
population as stated in Chapter III, Group B of the study.

Dr. Fred E. Quale
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction

FEQ/cln
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
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Demographic Information

The Farm Home was founded nearly fifty years ago by

the Woman's Christian Temperance Union as a home for child-

ren with no place to go. It has evolved in response to the

needs of children in to a residential center treating be-

havior problems of boys and girls between the ages of 12

and 18 who are unable to live in their own homes or foster

homes because of family conflicts, emotional problems, or

inability to function in the public schools. This institu-

tion serves the entire state of Oregon and referrals are

received from Juvenile Courts and Children Services Divi-

sion of each county. There are also private placements and

referrals from other agencies such as Family Counselling,

Mental Health Clinics, and School Social Service depart-

ments.

Extending westward from the Willamette River, the

agency is situated on 285 acres between Corvallis and

Albany on Highway 20. Four residence cottages, three for

boys and one for girls, plus a non-denominational Chapel,

school facilities, service buildings, and the administra-

tion building are situated around an oval drive which

cover ten acres.

The boys and girls eat together in a central dining

hall and must attend school, usually at the Farm Home

School. The enrollment varies, but ranges from 45 to 54
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students.

This institution provides (1) a "home" for those stu-

dents who are unable to function in their paternal or foster

home and have not attended school regularly; (2) theraputic

treatment for adolescents temporarily removed from their

home environment; (3) a means, whereby the parents can

establish rapport with their child which will permit them

to function as a family in the community.

The Farm Home staff is composed of 45 people, all of

whom are involved at least part of their day in being help-

ful to children. Four case workers are responsible for co-

ordinating efforts of staff, school faculty, outside agenc-

ies, and families for the benefit of the students. Many

volunteers are involved in supporting activities such as

tutoring, recreation, transportation, arts and crafts, etc.

A psychologist meets two full days weekly, providing

diagnostic services and consultation to staff. Some addi-

tional help is given by Benton County Mental Health Clinic

and Corvallis School System.

A psychiatrist administers a program that provides

psychologically supportive drugs for those children who

need temporary assistance to get them over particularly

traumatic periods in their treatment.

A registered nurse conducts a daily clinic to a,:I in-

ter to any medical needs. She is supervised by a team of
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six physicians from Corvallis who participate in weekly

clinics to provide more extensive examinations and medical

care for referrals.
The primary goal of the Farm Home is to return boys

and girls to their communities and families as soon as pos-

sible. In order to do this, basic needs must be met, such

as, creating a secure, safe place for all students to live;

developing an environment that reinforces appropriate social

behavior; and creating a stimulating atmosphere in which to

learn. The institution is concerned with what is best for

each individual youngster and tries to promote growth as

fast as possible. It is a difficult task to alter behavior

patterns which have been reinforced throughout the child's

life.
The objective of the Farm Home is to help each ado-

lescent change his behavior so he can: (1) function in his

home, with real or foster parents; (2) attend a public

school and develop skills which will sustain a productive

and enjoyable life; (3) be a cooperative citizen in the

community; and (4) cultivate stable peer relationships

which will stimulate growth and maturity, both socially and

mentally. (The Farm Home, 1973)

Corvallis, Oregon is a rural and industrial area with

its main payroll being from Oregon State University. It
has a population of 39,750 and the school district consists
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of 14 elementary schools (Kindergarten is a part of the

school system on a half-day basis), three junior high

schools for grades seven through nine, and two senior high

schools. Corvallis has an evening adult education program

and a variety of courses offered through the Division of

Continuing Education and Linn-Benton Community College.

(Chamber of Commerce, 1974)


